Top ASB Candidates Voice Platforms Today
Mcaenahan
it) pAT MeCLENAHAN
Asti Preis candidate
the students of San Jose
1/. College, want effective and
,i’ student government, and
le is absolutely no reason why
. exit realize this goal. Workith and in student govern.111 the past four years. I can
ly say we are In a better
,,itiatt than ever before fur at %%hat we as students degsaeinment ---effective arid
..
e guvernMent.
ilk year, I have been able to
. :mine our student government
n top to bottom as a member
ire constitution revision corn :lee. I understand our present
, ernment structure as it is conthe new ASB constituid
1 and I feel I know what needs
IC done in order for we, the
daents, to take advantage of
our new potential in government.
What we need in student govailment now are people who have
ked in Si udent government,
it know what is wrong with it,
and alio know what to do about it.
,inecrely feel that my four years
indent government, my experi,e with the problems of our
.ernment, and my belief in the
of effective and mature gov..runent puts me in a good posit, do something about it.
i’his is why I am a candidate for
the laive of ASH president.

McKeown

Reed

By HOBERT L. McKEOWN
ASK Pres. Candidate
Fee
The student fee will be lowered
to $7 per semester.
Athletics
All home football games will be
played on Saturday afternoons. A
new head football coach will be
appointed. The coaching staff will
consist of 7 men instead of the
present 4 man staff. A junior varsity football team will be added.
Athletic scholarships will be increased. A new 100,000 seat stadium will be the project for the
coming school year. Skin diving
classes will be Increased.
Persionnel-Puldli Relations
)))))) iittce
It will work with the city of
San Jose to bring a new, plush
hotel and ice skating rink. A social
guide handbook will be composed
and given to all juniors. An election sub-committee will be estalo
Halted. Its main project for the
year will be to greatly increase
job opportunities for SJS students
and graduates.
Miseellaneouis
An aqua show will be put on. A
vets club will be established. A
fashion committee will be established. It will stage at least two
shows a year. A planning committee will establish the future goals
of the student body. The alumni
will become a strong and very
helpful organization.

By HOWARD REED
ASK Pres. CandWate
I. Immediate steps shall be taken to establish an improved system of communication between
the student government and the
ASB by the effective usage of the
information media available, (e.g.
Spartan Daily, KoEn) by a system of weekly press conferences,
and the establishment of a presidential press secretary.

Tennant

By BOB TENNANT
ASH Pres. Candidate
I decided to run because of what
I consider the one fundamental
problem in current student government, and that problem is not
"student apathy." I think that it
goes much deeper; all the way
down to the fact that student government is just not respected on
this campus by the vast majority
of students.
Briefly, my four-planked platII. In order to strengthen understanding between the weeks form is:
and independents there shall be a
Student Court Reform: Until
committee established, which will people in student government realbe composed of represntatives of ize that "poster violations" are not
the Independent Men’s council, In- ’serious’ and considered almost ridpendent Women’s council, the In- diculous by most students, student
terfraternity council, and the Pan- court in particular will continue
hellenic council. They will be in an to be held in the low esteem that
advisory position to the president. It new it.
III. The ASB will reject all symUnpublicised Party Candidate
pathy movements which are out of Selections: Unless publicity is
the sphere of San Jose State Col- made available to every interlege.
ested student concerning when and
IV. Active support will be given where any political party is conto all political movements in the sidering candidates to run for ASB
congress or the legislature which offices, minority control will conare pertinent and to the advan- tinue to play a dominant and untage of any group represented on respected role in student governthe Sun Jose State campus, (e.g. ment.
veterans).
Administration’s limning RegisV. A realistic view on the rela- lations: Unless student governtionship between the administra- merit is willing to take a stand
tion and the ASB shall be stressed and voice the valid student objecso that a more cooperative and un- lions to the proposed housing regderstanding system can be estab- ulations, the Student Body will
lished between the two.
continue to withhold respect.

Gilbreth

Fisk
By SKIP risK
ASK V.P. Candidate
It is becoming obvious to Inf.
and I am sure to many other
dents, that the campus politi, o
situation is becoming very complicated. With the advent of political "pressure groups" on the
campus, we are faced with a somewhat hostile atmosphere In which
one group disclaims another fur
being "emotional" or fur "Whind
the scenes manipulations" or tor
being "subversive" or fur being
"Mickey Mouse " This situation
will be with us as lung as the
group is emphasized over the in- 11
dividual.
Ability, experience, and ideas
are the qualities a candidate for
vice president MUST have if he
Is to be a successful chairman of
Student Council and an impetus to
an effective student government.
I sincerely feel I have acquired the
ability and experience in these last
three years in student activities
here at SJS. Such things as ex; ’
pending the powers of fairness
committee, increasing student representation and communication, al
better student funds policy, and1
improving the benefits and sersH
ices provided by our student goyernment, are ideas that will only
be accomplished if we have the
people with the ideas, ability and
experience elected to office. Let’s
raise our government from the
Mickey Mouse level.

IS,

HILL 1.11.1Skt.Tli
IS %.P. andidate
areas uf interest at
,
:-;an Just’ state College in decneasmg order of importance, are (1)
-,holarship, and 12, Student gov.
/.rnment.
foe of my achievements in the
,rea of scholarship is being president of the pledge class this semester in Tau Delta Phi. This is
the men’s honor scholastic fraternity-- a 3.0 overall grade average
is the requisite to admission.

SKIP FISK

BILL GILBPETH

If elected, I sill work in that
area to change the name of our
school to the University of California at San Jose. Our Business
department is the second largest
west of the Mississippi. We are
granting masters degrees in several areas. We have an enrollment
of approximately 14.000 students.
I feel that we should work to acquite university status.
I am currently working in the
larea of student government as
I chief justice of the student court,
and as a member of the college
life committee. As such, I have
worked with many others-both
student leaders and deans of the
college- on court reforms and
other measures. I would like the
chance to develop the potential
1 now found in our new constitution.

’Cast Discerning Vote’

Spartan
VOL. 47

Is.. bate for signups fur the,
1Ve.a roast Nature School field
ti to Lassen National park, to be
..:d June 12 to 17, has been ex -1
-.led until all vacancies are!
lieu, tarsals Dr. George A. Mc Ulan’, head of the Biological Scerrs department and director of
:e nature school.
The student camping group is
tett to 60 this trip, Dr. McCal...1 explained, and added that

Michigan State
Mathematics Head
io Speak Here
hr J. Sutherland Frame, head.
:.I.thetntitics department at Michiai State university, arid past
’. Michigan Academy of
Arts and Letters, will
"Elementary Concepts in
.’.)" tomorrow at 4:10 p.m.
ft 1,11t. based on a 1959 presialdress before the acad.
include a brief descripphysical experiments which
, la new assumptions about the
selocity of light.
. Frame, a graduate of Harvard university where he also received his M.A. and Ph.D. degrees,
is currently on a lecture tour undor the auspices of the Mathe.oleal assn. of America.
Ile taught at Brown university
’ Allegheny college before going
Michigan where he became de11.11 it head in 1043

Group To Meet
.impus Christian fellow 3 meet tonight in the Chris’ lent Center, 92 S. Fifth
’
;0 In hear San Jose lawW,../er Sweet speak on pall:.
of San Joae,
rho meeting is the fourth of
o series on Christian involveIntl political citizenship.

Senior Ball Bids
’

it May 21 Senior Ball
’he \ Wage in San Francisco
1/e narchaned for $3.50 in front
,feteria from 10:30 to 1:30.
aeinhart’s two bands will
"1 for the "Orieptal Phan’
&ince.

et
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Lassen Trip Signup Date
Extended To Fill Vacancies
there are only a few vacancies
left. Any students may register
for the school in S127, he said.
REGISTRATION FEES
$16 registration fee must be
A --’paid when registering for the
class. Dr. McCallum said. Also, an
additional $12 fee for food will be
collected later.
"’The student camping group will
cover a number of natural history
phases in the park," Dr. McCallum said, and added that "the
group will camp and cook together."
Five instructors will travel with
the student group, which is slated
for morning trail trips and afternoon hikes. During the evenings,
illustrated talks will be given by
members of the college and park
staff, and will be followed by folk
dancing.
LODGING AVAILABLE
Dr. McCallum added that camp
grounds are provided for those
wishing to camp out and lodging is
available for those who do not.
Following the Lassen National
Park field trip, two five-day trips
will be sponsored by the nature
school to Ydsemite National park
and Asilomar.
The field trip to Yosemite is
scheduled for June 19-24 and Asilumar front June 26 to July 1. Tuition for each trip will be $16.
*
*
*

Scholarships Open
To Nature School

:
Scholarships to cover the /
4161 for any of the three live day summer sessions of the West
Coast Nature school will be given
to five or six SJS students. Applications are available in the biology storeroom, S221. Deadline
is Friday.
Sessions will be held in Lassen
National park, June 12-17; Yosemite National park, June 19-24,
and Asilomar. June 26-July 1.
The first 1960 session of the nature school was held in Death
Valley during Easter week.
Proceeds from screen tours at
SJS given by the Santa Clara
Audubon society finance four of
the available scholarships. The remaining two are from the Gertrude Caving Scholarship fund.
In addition to the cost of tuition
will be charges to cover food and
transportation.

Hill Urges Students To Be Critical;
Says Hopefuls’ Stands ’III Defined’

Loan Deadline
Friday Is the deadline for submitting applications for a national defense student loan, according to Donald Ryan, assistant to the dean of student,.
Applications mast be flied In the
dean of students office, Adm169.
-

Soph Drowned
At Ch urc h Outing
0
Funeral Tomorrow
Services will be held tomorrow
for a San Jose State College sophomore who drowned Saturday during a church retreat near Sonora,
Tuolumne county.
David R. Crane, a limited student majoring in geology, drowned
while skin diving in the Stanistaus river. The body was not recovered until Sunday.
Crane’s oxygen tank had been
improperly tied, sheriff’s deputies reported. The tank should
have been secured with a "panic
knot" so he could have yanked it
free and got back to the surface
in an emergency, deputies said.
Crane was one of 80 members
of the First Baptist church’s TriC club, which was holding a spring
retreat near Sonora.
The 20-year-old student lived
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Crane, al 1R0 Dzile dr.,
San Jose.

but no one can tell if the talks in- a sdecided stand. Be critical, exBy RON RATES
ASB Pres. Rich Hill spoke out , tentionally are slanted ttAxard.s 1 tremely critical, he said.
yesterday against campaign meth- that interest group or not. he said. I A study of the platforms and an
"I know for a fact that some objecthe look at the problems inods of the various candidates in
NO. 124 the ASHgeneral elections Thurs- candidates haven’t even made an volved in student government will
day and Friday and called for a ’ attempt to find out the facts," better equip the student to cast a
Hill said. "No effort was made! discerning vote. Hill stated.
critical analysis by the voters.
Four candidates are vying for
"The tendency this year is for to study student government, its
Hill’s job in the upcoming electhe candidate to draw up some workings or its problems.
"As a result, we, the students, tions. Pat alcCienahan, Bob Ten;,1,1tform, no matter how far
fetched, and to run on it," Hill will be asked to go to the polls nant. Robert McKeown and Howsaid. "The candidates have made 1 and vote for candidates with ill- ard Reed. Skip Fisk and Bill Gilno effort to challenge weak points defined platforms and high sound- ’ breth are running for the vice
ing ideals," the ASB president: presidency,
in the others’ platforms."
They have not adequately in- contended.
When queried on what can be .
formed the students of their own
Chuck Butter., sponsored by Phi stands, the executive continued. done, Hill urged that the stories’
Sigma Kappa, and Marie Giancoli, The candidates have been going population demand clarificati,
sponsored by Alpha Omicron Pi to the living groups and houses, on all points and information on
were voted the "most typical" students at SJS at the annual Joe
College-Betty Coed dance last
WASI1
;
Demoweek.
eratic National Chairman Paul M.
Butters received a total of 4546
Butler says that Sen. John F.
votes and Miss Giancoli 11,524
Kennedy ssill come under strong
votes at the junior class-sponsored
pressures to run for vice presidance which proclaimed them Mr.
dent if he fails to get the Demo.
Joe College and Miss Betty Coed,
acids applicant, tor die six 1-- e idled V4 nitwit 7dn,l,ttt cratic presidential nomination.
respectively.
week’-.1./tion.
Butler also said Sunday he
Students voted for the "most positions open will run in this
The election is field concurrentIs isitli ASH elections and is thought that Adiai E. Stevenson
typical" Spartans last week by
was "available and ready and willdonating a penny for every vote, open to all women students.
Carolvn Cottrell and L inda L ucas. both juniors, are running ing" to run again as the DemocratVoting at the dance came to $180
Cottrell is oil the judicial hoard ic presidential candidate "if called
with a total intake of $265 for for lite A.A.:4 presidency. Miss
seeKunai:
upon to accepL"
the entire contest period. Pro- this semester and Miss Lucas is
Karen Kralo- I Kennedy has said he would not
Itsilcodegle)tntb"ainidvillyt:
ceeds will go to the junior class.
sv:iacneskpsre. tzeliiiinpopseti=.f;o:eLirt/rist. accept the vice presidential nom Runnersup in the Joe College
ination if he loses his fight to head
division were Peter Nick Peters,
en have signed up to win the sec-Ithe ticket. Stevenson, unsuccessful
second, sponsored by Delta Zeta;
ond vice presidency: Wendy Bon-, presidential nominee in 1952 and
Paul Arnerich, third, Alpha Phi;
ret, Site Schwartz, Sue Sorensen 1956, has disavowed any active
and Bill Swain, fourth, Sigma Phi
and Rosemary alacIsa.ac.
’ candidacy for the nomination this
Epsilon.
Joan Clark, Carolyn Ramm. year.
Runnersup in the Betty Coed
Lynne Rucker and Pat Johnson ’ Butler noted that Kennedy
division were Judy Dirks, second.
are running for secretary; Leeanne ’ would go into the Democratic
sponsored by Kappa Delta; Salll
Allen, Norma Anderson, Sue Bar- convention with strong delegate
Newman, third, Chi Omega: and
ton, Linda Hardin and Myrna Ha- strength and popular voter supRuth Dodge, fourth, Sigma Kappa.
annally for treasurer; and Gretch- port.
Each social group participat"I would certainly feel that his
en Ecker. Helene Haim and
ing sponsored a candidate for the
Gretchen Haug fur representative delegate strength would be an
event which was held in conjuncto judicial board.
! indication of his popular appeal
tion with the International StuPictures of the 20 women will’ and would be a substantial reason
lents Organization dance.
be on boards around the polling why the party leaders would want
him on the ticket - -even if he were
stations Thursday and Friday.
Winning applicants will be in- denied the nomination for the
stalled Sunday prior to the Recog- presidency," Butler said,
nition banquet.
CAROLYN COTTRELL

Two Receive
Most Typical
Student Title

20 Vie for Six AWS
Vote This Wee

Demo Leader
’Gives Views

Reed Literary Magazine
On Sale Tomorrow 35 Cents ite/./1. annual campus literary
magazine, goes on sale tomorrow.
This year’s magazine will have
a double cover, distinctive and
different, and will sell for 35
cents, according to Miss Dorothy
Pritchard, assistant adviser.
Miss Pritchard revealed the publication will contain several short
stories, including "Not by a Dam
Site," by James Noble. The short
story is a "rollicking satire" on
government red -tape, she said.
INSTRUCTOR SATIRE
"The Last Man Up San Juan
Hill," by Elmer Gentry, another
original Reed short story, is a
"sharply satirical, hut poignant
portrait of a college instructor.
"Other short stories and articles
deal with the ’beat generation’ and

,idole,i.ent 1,Ae,- Miss Pilo/hard
’ disclosed.
Poetry in the annual publication
deals with the prophecy of dorm/
In much the same manner as the
"On the Beach" theme.
ON SALE TOMORROW
The magazine will be on sale
tomorrow morning at booths on
campus, in the writing clinic and
in the Student Affairs business
office, TI116.
In the past, the magazine has
featured many former students
who have gone on to professional
successes. James Dales, who’s recent success "The Good Thief," received critical acclaim, and Jose
Villerreal, author of the bestseller "Pocho." were featured authors in past Reed editions.

Military Fraternity
Trial Set for Today

Scabbard and Miele, national
military honorary fraternity, is expected to take the stand in Student Court today on charges of
failure to turn in a revised list of
its officers and adviser last semester.
Student court will meet at 2:30
in the College Union.
Two hearings on charges of failure to turn in lists this semester
also are scheduled. The Baptist
Student Union and the Sanitary
Science society are scheduled to
appear for hearing. but their appearance is doubtful. according to
court secretary Dan Plumley.

i
I am almost out at the
heels! And you know that
i this is not good for the
1 feet. Check your own
1
. heels. Are they almost
> out? If so, walk swiftly
to R ’A, but be careful to
iwalk only on the soles.
. When you get there
?) try on a pair of
Spaulding Saddles
§ and check those
..ii heels, Only 12.95.

hrst at Santa Clara
LINDA LUCAS

10 1960
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nade, Cornment
Shallow Platforms Open
Campaigning for Elections
of the si.o, tan Daily todas displays presiThe front
dential and vice presidential candidates for what they are. Each
reader can drass his own conclusion as to the fitness of each man
for his office.
If these platform. are the only things %caters has e to go by,
each statement obviously is quite sital to the candidate who
wrote it.
Some of the content of this spread is of questionable value,
and some of it is definitels ridiculous.
Nlore than one of the candidates net forth glittering goals
that clash with California’. ethical al ss stem. and others that
looking reali.tically plainly are unobtainable.
But most reflect a surprisingly shallow !es t.! of interest for
men we are putting up for a post as important as ASB
dencv is supposed to be.
The Spartan Daily is required to run these statements. and
required to remain com
duly does no. The Spartan Daily
s.
I elm
pletely objectise - no opinion on local or nat’
San Jose State College is a -one-newspaper town: and supporting anyone would put the opposition at an unfair disadsantage.
But how delightful it until.] be to be able to light into some
of the planks in this year’s platforms. How easy it would be to
collapse the rickety structure sonic of the present candidate are standing on.
It is surprising there has not been more fighting among the
candidates them -else-. There- plenty there to attack.
- - -

Golden ’20s Program
Slated for Thursday

"K" Club
365 E. Julian
Dinners being
scr.ed daily except Sunday.
Lchsis

&

special

16-0Z NEW YORK STEAK
Ss ad
Cc.,

s2"

A program on The Golden
Twenties" will be presented by
the Humanities club Thursday
at 8 p.m. in S142. The meeting
will be open to the public without charge.
A full-length feature film
from the 1920’s will he shiwn
along with other material from
the era.

Buy Yours Now!
at the
SPXRTAN BOOK STORE
Or
Student Affairs Office, THI6

1.(/

"1’’-

$6.50

Gerald Nachman,
BOY REPORTER
Some thoughts that count
I iMAL:1Ni-: there are a few of you skulking
.bout in the bushes who came bounding down to
breakfast Sunday. then you hit the bottom
,tair, gulped and rememberea it was Mother’s Day.
"Hell," is what you probably said, although we mustn’t let mother hear such talk, now should we?
I thought I was well past that immature stage of putting off
getting a Mother’s Day present, but after crawling around on my
hands and knees in the stores Saturday I am pretty sure there isn’t
anybody alive who buys his mother a present earlier than Saturday at 3:30 p.m.
If you think Saturday afternoon is prett) late, you should have
seen me in former ’CUM, scooting about town early Sunday morning,
naking up store owners to see what they had left to sell me in the
way of a present.
I have tried to begin a custom in our house that the Mother’s
Day gift is never presented until very late Mother’s Day night, although it hasn’t caught on- and the truth is, I better have it there
by breakfast or there are dirty looks.
So this year I broke some sort of indoor buying record by having the gift bought and wrapped by six p.m. Saturday, a full 18
hours before zero hour.
It you are a male, the main problem is getting up the nerve to
approach the salesgirl. She is either of two types: grandmotherly
and not girlish at all, or else she is slinky and sexy and I don’t ever
want to leave.

SPUR’S
Candidate For

A.S.B. PRESIDENT
EXPERIENCE
Chairman, Constitution Committee, Class of 1940
President, Spartan Shields, Sophomore Mons Honorary
Orientation Committee Counselor-2 years
Sparta Camp Counselor-2 years
Freshman Camp Counselor-2 years
ASS Recognition Committee-2 years
Chairman, ASS Election Evaluation Committee
Student Activities Board
Blue Key, Men’s National Honorary
S.J.S. Intercollegiate Champion Debalnr 2 years
Student Union Planning Committee
A.S.B. Constitution Revision Committee
50 Most Active Male Students Award 1957.58, 1958 59.
A.S.B. Executive Council
A.S.B. Prosecuting Attorney
Who’s Who Among Students in American Colleges and
Universities, 1960
R.O.T.C. Student Government Award, 1960

Orchestra To Close Semester
With Symphony Concert Tonight
By MELVA %01.LERSEN
Art and Music Editor
The San Jose State College
symphony orchestra presented
the first of its final programs of
the college year last night and
will repeat the concert tonight
at 8:15 in Concert hall.
The 78-member orchestra, directed by Dr. Gibson Walters,
professor of music, performed
works by Marcello and Beethoven as well as an unusual new
work for orchestra and dancers.
Charles Price, oboe, gave a
smooth performance of Concerto
in C minor for Oboe. Strings
and Cembalo by Marcell. The
sweet notes of the oboe, accompanied by a string orchestra,
came through clearly.

Art Organization
Sponsors Benefit
Alpha Gamma, art fraternity,
will hold its annual art benefit
Wednesday, May 18. Paintings,
prints, ceramics, jewelry and
fabrics donated to the benefit
will be on exhibit in A114.
Contributors include faculty
members Dr. Kenneth Anvil, instructor in art; Eric back, assistant professor of art; Warren.,
Faus, associate professor of art;
Robert Coleman, associate professor of art; Rohert Collins, assistant professor of art; Dr. Ile! heti Sanders, professor of ceramic art, and Dr. John French,
head of the Art department.
Tickets are available at the
Student Affairs business office, ,
T1116, and from Alpha Gamma
members.

IT TAKES a good ten minutes of thumbing through magazines
as if I am reading them) before I can whip myself into a passion
or mother and walk up to the perfume counter.
As you probably know I am not one to hang around perfume
counters when there is nothing else doing, so I can’t tell you what
is a good, cheap perfume.
Then I have to pretend as if I am very used to buying perfume,
but there is no kidding salesgirls. They know when you are embarrassed. all right.
."
The first thing I usually say is a good confident, "I’m
Then I say, "I’numunimm, I don’t know." This is followed by a third,
thoughttiii -umnim," as If I arn mulling over three choices, %%hen
actually I am just looking down at the counter and waiting tor her
to leave.
Somehow I get very edgy if asked who I am buying it for, even
though any well-trained seal would know it is for Mother’s Day. I
would rather have them think the perfume is for some mysterious
red-head, who 1 am seeing on the sly.
-Um, something not too awfully expensive," is next. This has to
he treated just right so they do not get the impression you are
cheap or something.
IF YOU ask me, all perfume smells the same. But even though
I don’t know the difference apparently somebody does, or there are
a lot of women who are getting fooled.
After I ant told perfume sells for $6 a drop I settle for blue
hand lotion. My mother’s dressing table has a lot of blue hand -lotion
on it.
I always end up buying blue hand lotion, Ott gli for Se% end
years I was on a writing paper jag I could not shake, and before
that it was salt-and -pepper shakers and once I had the pill-box
market cornered.
I sun not sure how my presents go over, but there are several
bottles of blue hand lotion gathering dust -balls that I brought when
I was still knocking around high school.
My mother insists she is saving it for "special." although from
the price I don’t think it has to be anything more special than an
afternoon at the meat market.

S.F. Ballet Troupe
Sets Local Show

ROBERT (Pat) McCLENAHAN

...41E.11111414=1111

1111111ƒ11111116.1011MW=p4m=4.4

The San Francisco Ballet
company will perform at the
San J ose Civic auditorium
Thursday at 8:30 p.m. The program is being sponsored by the
Women’s auxiliary to the Goodwill Industries for Handicapped
Persons.
The ballet troupe recently
toured the Middle East and Central and North Africa as "ambassadors of good will" for the
state department.
Ballets scheduled for the San
Jose performance include "DanBrillante," "Filling Station."
!,. Trois.. :did "Ceptii,

KNOWS WHAT HE WANTS
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (UM Two-year -old Sammy Yost slipped in a different word the first
time he gave the blessing at the
table. Said Sammy: "Gke
Lord, our jelly bread."

_
Dr. Reitzel To Give
Art Demonstrations

mei’ head of the San Jose Sta..
College Art department, nib
give an oil painting and water
color demonstration tomorrow
and Thursday at 10 a.m, in the
Gallery roorn 112 S Second st.

Spaztatt

a

- .- April 24
Entered e
rL, ,’t a under the
1934 at San
lc+ of March 2, 1879. Member Califo
nla Newspaper Publishars’ Assn. Publisfs.
ad dell), by Associated Students of San
Jose State College, except Saturday and
Sunday. during college year.
S,IDsc,’Dlo^s accented only on a rsrnalnder-oi-sckool-year basis. In Fall se.
mester, $4: in Spring semester, $2.
Cy 4-6414Ed:tor:al Eel. 210.

Beethoven’s mote rousing and
vibrant Concerto NO. 5 in E flat
major for Piano and Orchestra,
"Emporer," Op. 73 featured the
entire orchestra. The varying
inovements, from light, to triumphant to solemn, were excelently performed by piano soloist John Harris, and the orchestra.
The finale on the program was
a premiere performance of
"Theme and Variations for Orchestra and Dancers" written
in 1959 by Truman Fisher. The
theme with nine variations played by the orchestra were interpreted by five dancers, dressed
in white, who were generally
graceful additions to the music,
although at times their actions

Foul

oil the small stage ciclr,ceted
from the orchestra.
Carol Smith, sister of the
poser and instructor in physical
education at San Jose State
College, was choreographer (’Cr the
number. Others of the dancers
were Peggy Lawler, instiuctor
In physical eduaction, and
students Phyllis MCElleit, Peter
Nyberg and Richard Goss.
Tonight’s symphony concert
will be open to the public with.
out charge.
FAVORS ellminal:ng sn
by regu;ring publicIzed
Or orIrnary

GUSTAFSON
Junior Rep
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Zen Buddhist, Sick Comic, Rational
Therapist

It is

The Realist,
freeti,ought crTi
end satire. has corducted Impolite Interviews with: Alan \A
author of THE WAY OF ZEN, NATURE MAN AND WOm
EN and BEAT ZEN, SQUARE ZEN AND ZEN: Lenny Brucc
wildest of the so-called stink comedians: and (in 2
.
) Dr. Albert Ellisauthor of THE AMERICAN SEXUA
TRAGEDY, HOW TO LIVE WITH A NEUROTIC ann
W1THOIJT G1J11 T. TI-m,e. 4 issues e_osi $1. They’re
hen
$5 for $3 for 10 j
THE REALIST, DEPT 7 225 Lafayette Street, New York 12 N (
-

COURTESY SALE

27i

SPORTSWEAR

00.1

Hitme.11

It,,,
AMA..

Fl

ELWOODS

May 11

These items will be on sale for San Jose State students ONLY on
Wednesday, May II. They will be offered to general public for
Down Town Days, May 12, 13 and 14.
SKIRTS
fa.% season’s rner)-.
t.,bries as .01 as

Reg
9 98 15.98

SWEATERS

Int
1 /2
PRICF

Newest colors and latest styles of
three famous milers. Sizes 36.40,

PIPER SLACKS
r,rnpisty,ic
0-Tv)ic,’’- ’
on dimney
so slar.L by famous Hi S
Ertr
adjustable side buckle tabs. Dashing Cont’
Neat and pleatless styling for that lithe, lean look. Ci,
Erception.i’
-n of popular colors. And they’re

DRESSES
Made for Spring 1960 wearing
includes
cottons. silks and linen types. Styles in sheeths and full skirt..
Large assortment of colors. Sizes 5-15 and 6-16. Dress group
selected range front 14.98 to 55.98 Reduced as much as 1/2 oil

1/2

OF f

Al

able +0,-.1 From $4.95.

NEW SHIRTS

SHORT COATS
All wonl and wool blends. Reduced
i,nre $17.98. Hurry, only 24 coats in
I.
avoup.

D,.
and ,inrvrles,
rotts, Include,.
n1.1 blend as well
SIrss 32-38,
Compares wah $491
Pt.!l up

$10

Open Monday end Thursday

2"

We Honor Your

Evenings ’fit 9 p.m.

Rani
OF SAN JOSE

86 So. First Cf.
San Jose, Calif.

Cherie

Student Charge Accounts Invited

TC

get43
$luire$hop
52 S. FIRST STREET

CYpr’iiss 5.0868

einnona

mm, In mn

SPARTA NIDAI

Fourteen Fin Records Smashed

SJS Nine WU( Champions

O’Neill Elated as Swimmers
Swamp Opposition in CSCSC Frosh Relay
ro \I( Is PETERS
/ing I can’t believe it," was the initial reaction
of triumphant swimming coach
’Tom O’Neill when the annual California State College Swimming
championships concluded at Spartan pool Saturday.
This response was to be expected. as O’Neill’s surprising SJS mer.
own collected 166 points to shellack the rest of the field and show
a 76 digit margin over secondplace Cal Poly of San Luis Obispo.
How the Spartans dominated
FAVORS Student Comma expression on state and national isSIMS ONLY after the will of the
student body has been emir-

GUSTAFSON
JUNIOR REP

cheie
MAYFAIR
"SAMSON AND
DEULAH"

could not be appreciated by anyone unless they witnessed the gala
three-day spectacle which saw 14
CSCSC records snapped out of 15
swimming events.
After trailing southern powers
Cal Poly SLO) and Long Beach
state at the conclusion of opening
night events Thursday, the victorious Spartans staged a miraculous
comeback the following day to
lead 97-48 over Cal Poly going
into the final day’s events and
by then the outcome was apparent.
WRAP IT UP
On Saturday the local tankers
copped four firsts out of seven
events and added three second
places for their grand total of
166 points.
Defending champ Cal Poly trailed with 90, followed by Long
Beach, 66, Fresno, 46; Los An-

SLATE -0SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
"SINK THE BISMARK"
.
A _
,
’THE ANGRY RED PLANET’
’Gala Day at Disneyland’

cu,’ Lon,
Gecrge Sanders

GAY THEATER

rt,,,-Two Walt Disney Hits
"Galy Day at Disneyland"

Room at the Top

and "Sleeping Beauty"

’Mad Little Island’

TOWNE THEATRE
"THE NUDE IN
THE WHITE CAR"

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
"SOLOMON AND SHEBA"

"Tread Softly Stranger"

tirtr

"CIRCUS STARS"

OPEN 8-6
6 DAYS A WEEK

J

(Monday fitru Saturday)
M

Mac’s

ALL
STYLES

r."664.46.)

Barber Shop

$150
Right next to campus
to serve you better

Mac’s Barber Shop
277 E. 5. AN FERNANDO
from Admin. Bldg.

FREE

FREE

FULL QUART OF MILK
with every

NEW YORK
STEAK
In

r
A

Cal Poly (Pomona). six.
Spartan Tom Mars-do, sslso
ranked highly in the NCAA and
A.111; nwets in the backstroke,
was awarded the "outstanding
swbowner" trophy, as he was a
triple -winner in to king the 100yard biwketroke, 290 -yard bark stroke, and 200-yiord individual
fludley-all In record -shattering
tunes.
’Me lanky senior fin aoe churned to :57.5 clocking in the 100yarder, breaking his own CSCSC
mark of 1:01.5.
In the 200-yarder he recorded a
swift 2:05.1 to clip :13.8 off his
prey i o us CSCSC standard of
2:18.9.
Winning the 200-yard individual
medley. Macedo broke Gene Lanz’
(CPSLO1
1958 mark of 2:16.4
with a brilliant 2:10.9 timing:
TRIPLE-WINNER
The meet’s other triple winner,
Jack Adam of CPSLO, a Redwood
City native, took first in the 440yird free-style, 220-yard freestyle,
and 1500-meter freestyle- ,the latter a gruelling plus-65 lap endurance race.
Spartan Don Beuker also claimed two CSCSC records.
He splashed to a new 50 -yard
freestyle mark in :23.3, snapping
the old record of :24.0, and snapped the 100-yard friw.ty le standard id :53.0, set by Spartan Art
Lambert lii 1957, with a fast
:52.0.
Spartan Jerry Cook pulled one
of the meet’s biggest upsets by
nipping favorite Wally Otto of
1..A. in the 200-yard breaststroke
in the record time of 2:33.1, erasmg the previous mark of 2:36.6
set by Spartan Bob Lim in 1959.
Cal Poly’s Frank Brooks easily
won his butterfly specialties in
setting new records of 2:07.9 in
the 200-yard ’fly and :57.0 in the
00-ya rder.
HAYWOOD FIRST
Trampoline are Bob Haywood,
who placed in the NCAA gymnas,ics tourney at Penn State, cap tared the one-meter diving for the
Spartans and also contributed a
second in the three -meter diving.
What could have been the most
Inspiring Spartan wins In the
meet were the two tor I ilia nt
clocking. in the 400 -yard freestyle relay lout 400-yard Medley relay- both won by 5.15 In
riword time to give the locals
another 26 points.
In the freestyle four-man relay
the Spartans chopped :08.3 seconds from the old standard of
3:42.8, and in the meet’s closing
medley relay event, SJS swam the
100-yards in 3:37.8 :12.1 better
than the CSCSC mark of 4:09.9
set by SJS in 1959.

Team Clocks
Record Time
aoaelo Heil 11011.111110 %am
Inure than pleased ,A ith his
fronli team’s effort ill the Friday night festisal. The quarter
mile relay team finished second
to its sarsity brothers in the
of :41.
Bonanno reports this is the fastest time ever recorded by a (rush
contingent, Jimmie Otnagbead, Al
Tambrini and Bill Palmer should
be mighty proud of their achievement.
Dave Dunbar lowered his previous best time in the 880-meter
run by :3.2 seconds while finishing
third in a fast field. Ron Davis
and Dan Landers ran their alltime bests in the 1500-meter run,
the Olympic equivalent to the mile.

SHAVED LEGS
It was hinted that the new meShod of shaving legs employed by
the Spartan members could htoc
resulted in the ovemhelming and
Arprising meet victory.
O’Neill thought for a moment
,nd with a twinkle in his eye said,
’They say that shaving one’s legs
I,esn’t make a difference, hut you; ,
;in’) prove it by me.’’
He continued, "Everyone of my
swimmers that shaved his legs betered his time by at least a few
s.,conds, so there must be some
!ruth to the new idea at least I
plan to use it from now on."

Davin’ (worth place time of
4:01.0 is equivalent to a 4:16
mile or four seconds better than
his SJS trosh record. Landers
time was 4:05.0.

he came out of the scrape with
By NICK PETERS
San Jose State’s baseball team 10 K’s and only one earned run
can thank the USF Dons for a despite being a bit shell -shucked
much-needed assist in bringing the with ten SJS safeties.
Crafty Dick Holden absorbed
Spartans their WCAC championhis second loss of the season to
ship with a 12-4 league record.
By defeating the Broncos Thurs- wind-up at 7-2, but needed help
day, 6-4, and Sunday, 11-2, the in the eighth from righthander
lowly Dons handed coach Ed Sob- Jun Holmquist.
Santa Clara wasted nd time in
czak’s nine a -gift" crown and
dumped the surprised Broncos out drawing first blood, pouring acroa single tally in the first fruit’
of the running with five losses.
Last night Spartans tried to win on a bases -loaded walk --- one ut
the WCAC laurels "honestly," but six allowed by Holden.
The Broncos made it 2-0 in II .
a failure to hit in the clutch found
the locals shy by one after the fourth when Holden passed thy,
final out, 3-2, and the pesky run- consecutive batters after two outs
SJS bounced back with a tally
ner-up Santa Clarans at least had
the satisfaction of clobbering their in its half of the inning on three
cross-town foes in three-out -of- singles off the bats of Billy Inderfour league hassles to perhaps put bitzen, Augie Scornaienchi, a n it
the latter’s driving a damper on the Spartans’ chances Tom Rike
for a western regional NCAA in Inderbitzen for 2-1.
First -sacker Denny McGrat!
berth.
double and a one-down single
At that, the Spartans completManny Serene made it 3-1 S.(’
ed a successful 1960 schedule with
the fifth.
a fine record of 27 wins and only
In the Spartan sixth Scornte.
13 losses for a sparkling .675 perchi and Jim Pusateri singled ss:
centage - a winner in any league.
only one down, but died on
If anyone were to wear the
sacks as Rike and Emmett I
heroes mantle in this one, it would
flied out.
have to be ace Bronco lefthander
Dick Creighton 15-31.
The star S.C. southpaw time
AL CORRAL-.
and again snuffed Spartan scoring
Representing Seniors,
threats with tirnels. strikeouts and
Graduates with Nut
Lincoln College Plan.

Dan Studney is a comer in the
javelin and there is doubt about
it. The New Jersey freshman tossed the spear 214 feet in the fine
field to go tinplaced, but with
added experience and versatility,
he is eagerly awaiting the 1964
Olympics while the rest of th,
world is thinking of Rome in 1961,
Except for the human giant
Rink Babka, former University
Southern Cahfornia great, the
Spartan quartet of Tom Daniels,
Sharon Wilson and Clifford BarJohn Roses, LeRoy Shields and
Studney completely dominated the rett notched the All -College tennis tournament at Backesto Park
shot-put and discus.
Babka took a first Wave while over the weekend, triumphing over
1i:inlets. Ross and Studney fill - 13 other mixed doubles teams.
Miss Wilson and Barrett reached
111V1 ed In the discus. but Daniels
copped the shot-put with Shields the finals of the two-day tourney
and topped Hideko Azama and Ted
and Ruts’, following.
Carter in three sets for the troBI’lleC McCullough won his heat phy, 6-1. :1-6, 6-4.
in the gruelling 400-meter hurEn route to the title Miss Wildles in :53.9, but his time was son and Barrett notched a quarthird hest when all the times were ter-final victory over Ann George
compiled.
and Bud Fosdick in straight sets,
6-1, 6-1.
The winning duo dropped the
first set of the semi-finals, 3-6, to
There will be a meeting of all Lynn Goldman and George Ferguprospective water poloists for the son. but came on strong in the
fall semester in MG203 at 2,:t’t second and third sets with duplirate 6-2 wins.
p.m. today.

N e t T ourney
f B ig Success

Water Polo Meet

Mon. & Thur. 8arn-9pm
Hours Barn-7:30pm
Sat. Close 6pm
Phone CY 24102
Pastel Blue Coats,
Red, Gold,
PLI
\Al

IDA’S
TUXEDO
RENTAL
Dinner Jacket
and Pants
includes Shirt,
Tie, Cufflinks,
Cummerbunds,
Studs and Suspende-

Independent of
any party ...
ELECT

BOB
TENNANT
A S B

PRESIDENT
(WWI
e rirweeiWW

You Benefit elth These Advantages:
Low rate to students.
Floxibility-tailorad to present and
future needs.
You male no regular deposits until
you Sr. out of school.

Call or r.sit

College Man’s Plan
750 E JACKSON ST.
CY 7-7. 611

"Fighting for a platform to re-establish a
respect for student
government."

1M/7.61w/fa

At
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE

9We

174 South Second
San Jose

Al: 1 1 1 I V\ 1 ItS
398 E. SANTA CLARA
SWEATERS & CASHMERE COATS

15%

our
SPECIALTY

DISCOUNT

I HOUR SERVICE

with your

ASB CARD

11111111,111111111smillliemolmellIPPENomP

Coil lot
your best

iliasir
QInttent
larqutreuirtit

EVERY SUN., MON., TUES.

$113

bitzen’s ,ingle
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TOP SIRLOIN
STEAK

A frustrating eighth saw the
locals load the bases with 114.1 outs,
only to remain scoreless as Creigh, tun struckout the side.
The Spartans made a final but
vain run for it in the ninth as
’Larry Bachiu led -off with a single
and scored with two down on the
rightfielders error following Inder-

WORK OF AltT

Garlic Rreoel, Chili,
Salad and Baked Potato

ALSO . .

Conclude ’60 Season With 27-13 Slate
After 3-2 Bronco Loss; NCAA Next?

MN Mode Knit Sprott NON tV
Arrow has king Seen (snared*
’Itte university man. Year ’round
comfort. smart styling in 1001.
!Mon. Completely washable. 54 06.
,AN0 shown. University Fashion
walk shorts. dint. Platte.
IlroaL 13.95 up.

collar style.
in our

new sport shirts

by Arrow, Sportsman
and McGregor ...
One of

e ve h sp-s

these

Most of our cus.,:mr
two-wsY
smart +assert -I
!ection
;e.
irt
(11LIN STAMPS
We Give Them

From

Sludtuits Must Show ASB Card

Julian

(For)
)Steaks

-ARROWlialsoreiver ysi on
pee feet Wow ie as lows. AIN
-se

Fourth and Julian - Next to Burger Bar
’’...............1111...1.111111m.1.11111.11011111.1111.1.111101101111.16

1111.-_

-s411111111%,..

id/Whe
FOR fun

lajosedir& TO R

SANTA CLARA et SECOND
SPARK FREE ... 20 So. 2nd
11 So. lid
. ^ v PARKING TICKETS VALIDATED

1f1T

D

T,iesrlavs

Y
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1 ITTLE MAN ON. CAMPUS
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Limeliters Go On Stage
Here Thursday at 8 p.m.
!0!1
,
!
will sing out with "Folk Songs for month stand.
Each of the group lays (lain,
Moderns" Thursday night at if
when the Eimeliters trio stage a I attending at least one college
one-night appearance in Morris fore joining the ranks of proles Dailey auditorium under auspices siunal entertainers and Gottlieb
holds a Ph.D. in musicology ft,
of the social affairs committee,
Concert tickets are available in the University of California.
the Student Affairs business office. TH18, at $1.25 for reserved
seats and $1 for general admission
Trio members, baritones I
Gottlieb and Alex Hassilev
tenor Glenn Y.irbrough, boast a
repertoire of vocal and instrumen
tat fa%orites including such ,
sics as "Molly Malone and
"Ruck Island Line" and original i Sixteen Air Force lit if(’ c.,,’
numbers as -Charlie. the Midnight I received achievement awards
I the annual president’s review last
Marauder."
The "fl -beat singing-comedy week on the women’s athletic hell
trio- sings in over a dozen Ian- ! Cadet Michael King received rm
guages. including seven Asiatic $ tional recognition for his acadet-.
tongues. They accompany them- I excellence in engineering and i
selves on guitar, the-string banjol fine military record. King recei.
! a gold medal award from the
and bass.
ciety of American Military Em.,
One time member of the Gate-I
fleet’s which is given annually to
way Singers, Yarbrough met Hass -1
the nation s top 20 Air Force 11.0ilev. an actor, in Los Angeles in ,
may 1,7.0. The nA0 formed a dta,, TC cadets pursuing an engineering
course. King also received the /
and later joined with Gottlieb, the , . .
3 cat
d
ne
group"s
arranger
and
comic
ribbon for outstanding leadership
spokesman, and opened at the hunin the Air Force ROTC program.
Pres. John T. Wahlquist presented several key awards, including
OPPOSED the administration’s
new housing rule and will work
the outstanding air science 2 caon campus and in Sacramento for
det ribbon to Cadet William R.
its repeal.
Dodge and the outstanding freshman cadet ribbon to Cadet Mark
GUSTAFSON
JUNIOR REP
Other cadets receiving awards
included Robert Tice, James
Dempsey, Ronald Murdock, Robert I
Gifford, Kenneth Boyd, Howard
Malafa, Ronald Conklin, Herbert
Meyer, Jack Ward, Richard Penzotti, John Herrgott. Brian Stri,1 land and Elmo Gadd,

A parade will precede the relays
beginning at 2:30 p.m. Friday at
the Santa Clara county fairgrounds. Following the parade the
relays will get under way at 3:30.
Admission to both events is free.
Relay competition is divided into
both a tnen’s and women’s division. Winners in each division will
compete for the sweepstakes tiophy.
SIX FINALISTS
ENTRIES
The queen and her attendants
Entries in the men’s division
were selected from the six finalists
include: Alpha Tau Omega, Delta
by members of the Lambda Chi
Alpha. Finalists were named from
among 12 serni-finalists.

Theme for Friday’s Pushcart
Relays sponsored by Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity is "Mystery, Magic and Music."
Reigning as queen over the relays and the parade will be Stephanie Bruton, Delta Gamma. !ler
two attendants are Vicki Cordon
of Chi Omega and Irene Radaseru
of the Catholic Women’s Center,

AFROTC Cadet
Given Top Awards
At Annual Review

SOME KIND OF 5ICICNESS ROUND’
.

A&W
ROOT BEER

Big Parties!
Fraternities!
Sororities!
You can’t beat relaxing in the
heat with MW Roof Beer. Bring
down your keg and we’ll fill it
to Ma brim. Always be prepared for those big ones, if
you know what I mean . . .

65c a GALLON
CY 3-8571
Corner of 26th and
E. Santa Clara Streets

Airlines To Offer
Summer Job Aid

I
United Air Lines is ottering a I
summer employment service foil
aeronautics majors again this
year, according to Thomas K
Leonard, head, Aeronautics department.
Applications for employment
must be filed in the department
office by tomorrow noon. Ten s:.
cancies are open to aeronautical
, maintenance and operations ma- I
jors.
Applications should include one
to two written paragraphs
areas of interest and math!
tions, Leonard said.

FORMAL
WEAR
Job Interviews
L0i
First in
formal wear
since 1906

A-

WELOK
SALES RENTALS
In

joie

75 South 2nd Street
CY4-2322
Al.. Pea AN., Inn Proodssa,
Oakland end inwlgoloy

Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

CLASSIFIEDS

Seams ter Reef
$1 7 50 TO. r,n. for men students neat
CY 2.1327,
SUMMER SESSION Mai-e reservations
summer sessions 6.
$50, roorn only.. Call CY
Wend,
7.6751 to ho’d your spae.e. Limited
dedlable. Meals may be purchased
in or oct.
Apartments Per /met
p isle yard, rh
Apt. Furn.,
block school. Summer only. $81. Avail.
6.1 CY 41309.
Fern. apt, for summer: heated pool: 3
works to campus. $25 per student per
rno. 686 S. 8th, CY 4-0121.
-Quiet Mod. 1-bedrm, farn, apt only 1/2
-.amp..., S81.50. Couple pref.
33 S. 6th owner. AX 6 9380.

New York Life
Insurance Company

lal1:1Ittle
Astplis-ttion, Ios
Sister Party chairman are available in the Student Activities lattice, Adm242.
;PARIAGUILL
Interested women students will
TODAY
Collegiate Christian fello,,hip, meet- be interviewed Tuesday, May 17,
by the AWS cabinet at 3:30 p.m.
ing. rafetoria. 9 p.m.
Spartan Shiolds, meeting, CH358, in the Student Union,
6:45 p.m.
The Big-Little Sister Party
TASC, meeting. CH216, 7.10 p.m,
chariman will have charge of setTOMORROW
ting up big sisters for all incoming
Newman club, mass. 4:30 p rn meet. freshmen and transfer students
Inq, 8:30 p.m.. bc.th at Newman ha’I.
enrolling in September. The party
Rally committee, meetitl, TH55, MO is held during orientation week
sehool
prior to the ...tart

posed study project and to corn , municate with the people of the
country, 41 good health.
A good academic record and demonstrated capacity for independent study are also necessary. Preference is given to applicants under 35 years of age who have not
previously lived or studied abroad.
Applications will be accepted
until Nov. 1. Requests for applications must be postmarked before
Oct. 1’3. For more information, interested students may write to the
Information and Counseling division, Institute of International EdIICLITIOT, 1 East 67 St., New York
21, N.Y., or may contact Donald
IC Ryan, assistant to the dean ot
-tudents, Adm269.

ALCO-PARAMOUNT
You’ll love
the styles at ...

Record Department . . . Fine selection JAZZ
student rates.
Reconditioned Hi-Fi Components.
Systems ... Kits or Wired
Large selection of quarter and half-track tapes.
Open Monday and Thursday ti l 9:00 p.m.
79 S. THIRD

CY 7-7111

119 So. FIRST STREET

-

EXCITING BOOK OFFERSSAVE DOLLARS!
S. FEMALE 1M PER.
$7 9B

Venus CastInaF
SONATORS
DECCA BOOK OF
,750)

.14
THE OPERA
Now 55 95

Gates of Fear: WORLD’S GREAT BULL54.9S
RINGS
3,1 ,S7 5f41
HISTORY OF THE AUTO
A PICTOR’F
’, 57 f
GO
549

Co-Rec
"Madison Time" will he the
theme for tomorrow night’s CoRec program, in the women’s gym
from 7:30 to 10. according to Sandra Schmidt, publicity chairman.
As a special event Co-Rec will
present the "Reveleers," a rock
and roll band, which has appeared
at Co-Rec before.

BIRD WATCHERS ANTHOLOGY -- F157.501
$3.95
HENLE’S GUIDE TO ROLLEI PHOTOGGRAPHY Sc.75) .
Now 12.9111
CONFEDERATE AGENT by Horan. Pro S2.41
1551
WORLD’S GREAT CHESS GAMES
Now Only $1.90
ISO STUDIES OF THE FIGURE
Po
,
i!,-.1rated ($5.60) .
02.49
SCULPTURE INSIDE AND OUT
C.
HA -or 111.orated 158.601
.
$2.91

Special Sets and Ency.
THE BOC

F

POPULAR SCIENCE

NEW WONDER BOOK
WORLD KNOWLEDGE
’

9.L

ENCY

OF

Spac;a1 59 95

F e’
1,5P new

Open ’Ill
9:00 p.m.
Thursday

TEE..,,,
MAD:

..,

AUTOCONDITION1NG
49
TO TOMBSTONE
A Toe ;S
5 49
*A
..
VAN GOGH
Color (54.751
Ncw 1,8
A CURRIE* II IVES TREASuPY
80 ,01or try".
ow SS 91

WELCOME

HUNDREDS MORE TO SELECT FROM
’,en
B .
B30.S.
F’ ens Nc.4/ at San
COME EkL I FOR A GOOD CHOICE

Saniose
ril3o OK SHOP

,

Best SeIler Reprints
For Less
CY 5-5513

119 EAST SAN FERNANDO

,:.Dtta(lYter

(lo(os
THE TAREYTON RING
MARKS T,
REAL THIN
ICLASS
CIGARETTE’S

Apt. for rant a’
S. e
’ 9332 or CY 4-6742. 2 or 3 studen’s
roupre.
2-bdrtn. furn. apt. sae,. summer r,
423 S. 7th ’
Autos for Sale
Olds Super 88 concert. Al pact. I. 1,1 s 1,, rt.! - Cs, -4, +rade ’
IR

celloneous for Sole
Heath .

ri

wori. All in gold,
9.3092.
Man’s Raleigh Robin Hon,
allin red. $40. Cal CY 2 2’

FREE
CAREER
OPPORTUNITY
BOOKLET!
WRITE
OR
PHONE
FOR YOUR

FREE
BOOKLET
write . . . phone .

. or visit

RAY H. FARRIS, CLU

Ski lest lAtr. and TrIr, Needs paint
Must sacrifice, CY 3-1820.
Dural:mid dolmas
Firedog special,
frisky, beau, puppies. CY 7.3299,
Spocial

100 Wedding In,
yo’ notes Iron!

Tareytonl

RAY FARRIS, C.L U.

ARCHIE’S
pp
tif,7 STEAK HOUS!.41

To Plafe an Ad:
Call at Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower 14.11
No Phone Orders

c,-.1, Pat Lane and Mildred Narahara
have been se lected for affiliation with occupational therapy clinics in the
U.S. Air Force.
Both are occupational therapy
majors. They will receive their
commissions as second lieutenants in the Medical Specialists
corps.
Miss Lane, of Burton, Wash.,
w ill be graduated with a B.S. degree in June. Miss Narahara, of
Honolulu, Hawaii, will be graduated in January 1961.

YO

I TOMORROW

Servings Are Large
And Prices are Right

Classified Rates:
25c a line first insertion
20c line succeeding insertioe
2 line minimum

Coeds To Get Bars
In Medical Corps

NOTE: 1nte,v,ews a,e held in the
Placement office, Adrn234. Appointment lists are put out in ads,inc of
the interview and students are requested to sign up early.
SCHOOL INTERVIEWS
TODAY

Wi,ere

545 S. 2nd St.

About 900Fulbright scholarships
for graduate study or pre-doctoral
research in 30 countries, and scholarships for study in Latin America under the Inter-American Cultural convention will be available
for the 1961-62 academic year on
May 20, according to the Institute
of International Education.
General eligibility requirements
for both categories of awards are:
lu U.S. citizenship at time of application, 21 A bachelor’s degree
or its equivalent, 3i knowledge of
the language of the host country
sufficient to carry out the pro -

A

Spartaguide

,

’IL0TTA g3E5ENCE5 --+AU5

Sigma Phi, Sigma Phi
Sigma Kappa, Pi Kappa
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Sieu
Sigma Nu, Theta Chi, Theta
Sigma Pi and the Wesley Foline
tIon.
Entries in the wonio,
Include Alpha Chi IP,
Omicron Pi, Alpha
ga, Delta Gamma, Kappa
Alpha
Theta, Kappa Della. Kipp:, Kappa
Gamma and the Newman trditt.

Big Sister Sought
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u rights A vailable
900 Flb
IFor Projects Abroad

Having a Party?

Pushcart Relays Fete Friday

Services
c,,

Picnics, 11.1.0’s, 2 2000. Snot, I.
2 miles from SJS. Info CY 7 0950.

Campus Representotiv

New York Life
Insurance Company
490 N. First St.
CY 4.1013
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Filters
for flavor
as no single
filter can

HERE’S HOW THE DUAL FILTER DOES IT:
1. It combines a unique !Finer_ filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL ..
definitely proved to make the smoke of a cigarette mild and smooth...
2. with a pure white outer filter. Together they select and balance the
flavor elements in the smoke. Tareyton’s flavor -balance gives you
the best taste of the hest tobaccos.

NEW DUAL FILTERTareyton

Initv

Tuesday. May 10, 1.416

4-SPARTAN DARN

LITTLE MAN ON. CAMPUS

Limeliters Go On Stage
Here Thursday at 8 p.m.
Two baritones and a lyric tenor
will sing out with "Folk Songs for
Moderns" Thursday night at 8
when the Limeliters trio stage a
one-night appearance in Morris
Dailey auditorium under auspices
of the social affairs committee.
Concert tickets ate available ill
the Student Affairs business offlee, T1116, at $1.25 fur reserved
seats und $1 for general admission.
Trio members, baritones Lou
Gottlieb and Alex Hassilev and
tenor Glenn Yarbrough. boast a
repertoire of vocal and instrumental favorites including such r:.
sirs as "Molly Malone" and thr
"Rork Island Line" and original
numbers as "Charlie, the Midnight
Marauder."
The "off -beat singing -comedy
trio" sings in over a dozen languages. including seven Asiatic
tongues. They accompany themselves on guitar, five-string banjo
and bass.
One time member of the Gateway Singers, Yarbrough met Hassilev, an actor, in Los Angeles in
May 19511. The two formed a duo
and later joined with Gottlieb, the
arranger
and
comic
group’s
spokesman, and opened at the hun- OPPOSED the adm;nistrotion*s
new housing rule and will work
on campus and in Sacramento for
its repeal.

GUSTAFSON
JUNIOR REP.

Having a Party?

W
AROOT
& BEER
Big Parties!

Fraternities!
Sororities!
You can’t beat relaxing in the
heat with A&W Root Beer. Bring
down your keg and we’ll fill it
to the brim. Always be prepared for those big ones, if
you know what I mean . . .

65c a GALLON
CV 3-8571
Corner of 26th and
E. Santa Clara Streets

FORMAL
WEAR
First
F
formalear
since

ag

SALES RENTALS
In nof Jose

75 South 2nd Street
CY4-2322

Palo Alto San Frant144a,
Oakland and BorYley

STUDENT.

gry i in San Fraacisco tor a
month stand.
Each of the group lays claim 1,
attending at least one college
fore joining the ranks of prole,sional entertainers and Gottliet,
holds a Ph.D. in musicology front
the University of California.

6441ON
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Sigma Phi, Sigin.: Phi
Sigma Kappa, Pi Kill:
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Sigma
Sigma Nu, Theta Chi, Theta till,
Xi,
Sigma Pi and the Wesley Fountla.
lion.
Entries in the women’s .1 .
jnclutle Alplia ’hi t
Omicron Pi, Alpha Phi, chi tans.
ga, Delta Gamma, Kappa
ilolo
Theta, Kappa Delta, Kappa Kanto
Gamma and the Newman rl ;1
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900 Fulbrights A vai table
or Projects Abroad
About ’900 Fulbright scholarships
for graduate study or pre-doctoral
research in 30 countries, and scholarships fur study in Latin America under the Inter-American Culi tural convention will be available
for the 1961-62 academic year on
May 20, according to the Institute
of International Education.
General eligibility requirements
for both categories of awards are:
IIt U.S. citizenship at time of application, 21 A bachelor’s degree
or its equivalent, 3) knowledge of
the language of the host country
sufficient to carry out the pro -

Airlines To Offer
Summer Job Aid
United Air Lines is offering a ,
summer employment set-vice for I
aeronautics majors again this I
year, according to Thomas E.
Leonard, head, Aeronautics department.
Applications for employment
must be filed in the department
office by tomorrow noon. Ten vacancies are open to aeronautical
maintenance and operations ma- I
jors.
I Applications should include one
i.
to two written paragraphs
areas of interest and ’;
lions. Leonard said.

Job Interviews

A pioatie \L id pi medt. tlio I clays
beginning at 2:30 p.m. Friday at
the Santa Clara county fairgrounds. Following the parade the
relays will get under way at :1:30.
Admission to both events is free.
Relay competition is divided into
both a men’s and women’s division. Winners in each division will
compete tor the sweepstakes tto-

Theme for Friday’s Pushcal t
Relays sponsored by Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity Is "Mystery, Magic and Music."
Reigning as queen over the relays and the parade will be Stephanie Bruton, Delta Gamma. Her
two attendants are Vicki Gorden
of Chi Omega and Irene ’Waver
of the Catholic Women’s Center,

PhY.
SIX FINALISTS
ENTRIES
The queen and her attendants
Entries in the men’s division
were selected from the six finalists
include: Alpha Tau ()mega. helta
by members of the Lambda Chi
Aloha Finalists 1API’.. st1111,91 1-1 111
am.

AFROTC Cadet
Given Top Awards
At Annual Review
Sixteen Air Force ROTC cadet received achievement awards a.
the annual president’s review last
week on the women’s athletic [let I
Cadet Michael King received national recognition for his academic
excellence in engineering and his
fine military record. King recei,..’
a gold medal award from the
ciety of American Military En.
neers which is given annually
the nation’s top 20 Air Force Ii
TC cadets pursuing an engineeriti.
course. King also received the
outstanding air science 3 cadet
ribbon for outstanding leadership
in the Air Force ROTC program.
Pres. John T. Wahlquist present ml several key awards, including
"
the outstanding air science 2 cadet ribbon to Cadet William R.
Dodge and the outstanding freshman cadet ribbon to Cadet Mark
R. Foutch.
Other cadets receiving awards
included Robert Tice, James
Dempsey, Ronald Murdock, Robert
(Dfford, Kenneth, Howard
Malafa, Ronald Conklin, Herbert
Meyer. Jack Ward, Richard Penzotti, John Hermon, Brian Strickland ;old [Pro

00.

Pushcart Relays Fete Friday

Coeds To Get Bars
In Medical Corps

’

SPARIAGUIDE
TODAY
Collegiate Christian fellowship, meet
a)eteria 9 pr’,.
Spartan Shields,
meeting. Cl1358
6 45 p.m.
TASC, meeting, CH226, 7 30 p.m.
TOMORROW
Newman club, mats, 4:30 p.m.. meetp r.
k, at Newman hall.
Rally cornrnitt,, rneetir a. 1H55 3 ln

! posed study project and to eornmunicate with the people of the
country, .4t good health.
A good academic record and demonstrated capacity for independent study are also necessary. Preference is given to applicants under 35 years of age who have not
previously lived or studied abroad
Applications will be accepted
until Nov. 1. Requests for applications must be postmarked before
Oct. 15. For more information, interested students may write to the
Information and Counseling division, Institute of International Education, 1 East 67 st., New York
21, N.Y., or may contact Donald
R. Ryan, assistant to the dean ot
I student,.

The Big -Little Sister Party
chariman will have charge of set- I
ting up big sisters for all incoming
freshmen and transfer students
enrolling in September. The party
is held during orientation week
,tart of schoo/.
prior to

ALCO-PARAMOUNT
You’ll love
tile styles at ...

Record Department ... Fine selection JAZZstudent rates.
Reconditioned Hi-Fi Components.
Systems ... Kits or Wired
Large selection of quarter and half-frock tapes.
Open Monday and Thursday tit 9:00 p.m.
79 S. THIRD
CV 7-7111

119

So, FIRST

EXCITING BOOK OFFERS -SAVE DOLLARS!
. , A LE IMPEL.
1197 ....rcHER’ . 6o) .
- 53.95 TREASURY
Of JEWISH
L
.
$2.98
600 K. on,

venes Castina-FA."
SONATORS-

DECCA BOOK OF THE OPERA - ’14
17.50)
Now $3.95
Cafes of Fear: WORLD’S GREAT BULLRINGS - Canad ..57 SOI
$4.95
A PICTORIAL HISTORY OF THE AUTO
7:0 I
.
($7.f.0J
$4.95

Co-Rec

T,,, curds Pat Lane and Mildred Narahara - have been se"Madison Time" will he the
lected for affiliation with occupational therapy clinics in the theme for tomorrow night’s CoRec program, in the women’s gym
U.S. Air Force.
Both are occupational therapy from 7:30 to 10, according to Sanmajors. They will receive their dra Schmidt, publicity chairman.
commissions as second lieutenAs a special event Co-Rec wil;
ants in the Medical Specialists I present the "Reveleers," a rock
corps.
Iand roll band, which has appeared
Miss Lane, of Burton, Wash., at Co-Rec before.
will be graduated with a B.S. degree in June. Miss Narahara, of
Honolulu, Hawaii. will be graduated in January 1961.

Applications for AWS Big-Little
-11ster Party chairman are available in the Student Activities oflice, Ailm292.
Interested women students will
be interviewed Tuesday, May 17,
by the AWS cabinet at 3:30 p.m.’
in the Student Union,

HENLE S GUIDE TO ROLLEI PHOTOGGRAPHY St. 75 .
No 12 98
CONFEDERATE AGENT by Horn.
$2.49
WORLD’S GREAT CHESS GAMES I. 1
Now Only SI.911
I00 STUDIES OF THE FIGURE - P,ot
5500’
52A9
SCULPTURE INSIDE AND OUT - M.
t.
$EM

Special Sets and Ency.
THE

BOOK OF

POPULAR

STREET

OW

TRADITION IN SCULPTURE
.S7.50)
AUTOCONDITIONING
WELCOME

Ta

VAN GOGH
A CURRIER
80 cc.o,

LOMB"
L

8

ICES TPEASuF,

SC ENCE
COME EARLY FOR A GOOD CHOICE

ENCY

812

Cc

HUNDREDS MORE TO SELECT FROM

SO 75
NEW WONDER BOOK
WORLD KNOW,ED-F

P.
t,

OF ’
95

Open ’tit
9.00 p.m.
Thursday

San Jose

LBO OK SHOP

Best Seller P
For Less
CV 5.5513

119 EAST SAN FERNA.NDO

New York Life

B,
the
assa
cil
by1i
()gni
St
app
inad:
still
also
sent;
tion

Insurance Company

0111I

NOTE IntervIews ere held in the
Placement office, Adm234. Appointment lists are put out in advance of
the interview and students are requested to sign up early.
SCHOOL INTERVIEWS
TODAY
I TOMORROW

’N
Where Servings Are Large
And Prices are Right

RAY

ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUSIA
545 S.

2nd St. - Hours 7

A.M. to 9 P.M.

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified

Rates:

25c a line first insertion
20c lin succeeding insertion
2 lin* minimum

To Plow,

an Ad:

Cell at Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower Hall
No Phone Orders
Rooms for Rao+
students near
$17.50 mo. rm.
Ct 2-1327.
SJS. . o^8
SUMMER SESSION Make reservations
6 weeks summer sessions a+
Wendy,Gleh. $50. room only.. Call CY
7.6751
7.d your space. Limited numb., a ra acle. Mattis may be purchased
o, c..
Apartments Per Rent
Apt. Furs., util pd., private yard, 1/7
block schOol. Summer only. $81. Avail,
6-1 CY 4 7309.
Fore, apt, for summer: heated pool: 3
blorks ta rumpus. $25 per student per
mo. 686 S. 8th, CV 40121,
t:iiuiet Mod. 1-bedrm, fur, apt only t/2
rsitripus. 582 50. Couple pref.
33 S. both owner, AX 6 9380.

Apt, for reef at rtit.L S. 5.i St. CV
’-#332 or CV 4-6742. 2 or 3 students
2-bdrm.
en S.

form

apt.

summer re.,

7th

Autos for Saha
VI Olds Super 88 convert. All
art. If. blue. 16.000 mi. Consider cle,
trade. CL 8-8203 after 6.
Miseellenemss tor Sale
Heath kit, Hi-1 s,,,ts-n 20 .1.
AM St FM hi -vs
swp ’tro’t’
work. Al ri 3od. Co trend Cs,
9.3092.
Man’s Raleigh Robin Hood Bic icie.
ellk red. $40. Cal CV 2-2607.
- Ski Boat, Mtr. end Trlr. Needs pant Must scion+ cc. CV 3-1820.
Firedog special - Purebred dalw i
frisky, beau. pimp* CV 7.1299
Special Services
100 Wedding
you notes free! ’

Picnics,

F..,
11.1.0’s, 2 2./).0 S..2 miles from SJS. Info CV 7 0950

FARRIS, C.L.U.

FREE
CAREER
OPPORTUNITY
BOOKLET!
WRITE
OR
PHONE
FOR YOUR

DUAL f ILftR

FREE
BOOKLET
or visit
RAY K. FARRIS, CLU

write ... phone . . .

Campus Representative

Filters
for flavor
as no single
filter can

New York Life
Insurance Company
4
4

NEW DUAL FILTER

HERE’S HOW THE DUAL FILTER DOES IT:
1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL .
definitely proved to make the smoke of a cigarette mild and smooth .
2. with a pure white outer filter. Together they select arid balance the
flavor elements in the smoke. Tareyton’s flavor-balance gives you
the best taste of the best tobaccos.

areyton
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